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project

Play & Earn
No blockchain know-how required 

Player experience 

Powered by 
blockchain technology

Blockchain & web 3.0
Staking, rewards, earnings

NFT Integration
Provide membership

Project



Aircraft is the new Modern Retro video game that aims to bridge 

the advantages of blockchain technology with the classic 

strategies of the popular game "battleship", in the simplest 

possible form, where blockchain knowledge is not needed to 

play.

Our NFT collection plays an important role in this concept and 

brings benefits in regard to both economics and gaming 

ecosystem.
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Game Modes - Player vs Computer

Player Computer

Wallet Connect

 The player has to connect in order to track his performanc

 Play against the computer and destroy all its planes.

OBJECTIVE

Training for free - game experience

Best player of the month gets access to the tournament
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Game Modes - Player vs Player

Wallet Connect

 Play for free or play to ear

 Create a game offer using EGLD/ME

 Find an opponent who can offer the same amoun

 Destroy all the opponent’s plane

 Claim the reward

OBJECTIVE

Win the game to earn

Winner takes the total amount

Best player of the month gets access to the tournament

Player Player
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Game Modes - Tournament

Wallet Connect

 Only #clubaircraft members have access (own at least 1 NFT

 Buy a ticke

 The tournament will begin at a planned time, with a minimum of tickets sol

 Each player will have one opponent at a tim

 Destroy all the opponent’s plane

 Claim the reward

OBJECTIVE

The tickets value will be distributed to the winners

1st place - biggest reward

2nd & 3rd places also rewarded

Premium competition for exponential rewards!

Tournament
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NFTs - Airvengers

The Airvengers are a collection of 3790 unique characters 

living on MultiversX .


Your Airvenger NFT is your membership to the premium 

gaming club, #clubaircraft, where you gain access to 

exclusive perks:

 Access to tournaments for exponential reward

 Shared staking reward with clubaircraft members

 All NFT royalties back to club
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EGLD amounted from NFT sale will go to a Staking Provider. 50% of the reward will be distributed to #clubaircraft.

50% of the game fees will also be distributed to #clubaircraft.


After the entire collection has been sold  all the NFT royalties will be distributed to #clubaicraft

Economy
first year plan

EGLD/MEX will power this game

50% 50%

team #clubaircraft

Staking Reward from NFT Sale

NFTs Royalties 100% #clubaircraft

50% 50%

team #clubaircraft

Game Fee
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2022

Roadmap

Q3 Aircraft - Proof of Concept


Airvengers NFT Collection Concept


Aircraft - Start Development

Q4 Website release


Whitepaper release


OG NFT collection release


Community Growth (Telegram and 
Discord channels)


Aircraft - Start Internal Beta Test 
Phase



Partners seeking

Q1 Aircraft - Beta Release


Community Testphase


Roadmap update


NFT benefits update


Airvengers NFT 

Collection release

Q2 Aircraft - V1.0 release Q3 TBA Q4 TBA2023
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Meet the Team

Our ClubAircraft consists of real software developers and crypto 

enthusiasts eager to help the blockchain community grow.

Alexandru Dobre
Project Manager

Madalin Purece
Software Developer

Gabriel Bigiu
Software Developer

Alexandru Andrei
Artist
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